SECTION 3:

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS

3.2 – Brood Bitches & Puppies
Mrs Anne Woodcock has enjoyed outstanding success with her Goldens. Her famous kennel is highly respected in many
countries around the world and with very good reason. Stranroph has been top kennel in the UK for no less than 12 years.

et

Mrs Pam Collman of Goldog kennels in Australia is a lovely lady with a true passion for Golden Retrievers. Over the
years she has built up an outstanding record, having bred the winner of the first Golden Retriever National Show,
Grand Champion Goldog Alpine Highland and Australia’s only Dual/Grand Ch Goldog Alpine Snowy River.
In addition, Pam has bred almost 100 Australian Champions and most of these have been for other people.
After more than 35 years Pam has now retired from breeding due to ill health.
Below, these two ladies answer questions about their time in the Breed and specific questions about breeding.

Which dogs belonging to others did you particularly

(Goldog Australia)

admire when you first began showing?

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever
Pam? Please tell us something about it.

Jann Trout’s Ch Balandra Delta Darius UD was a

It was 1974 when my eldest son was planning to work
the ski season in the mountains and after obtaining
a Golden Puppy asked me to care for him while he
worked. That was the start of my involvement and a
total commitment to the Breed. His name was Remus
and what a delightful boy he was. I was hooked and
went on to obtain a girl puppy Emma to keep him
company. We did also have a lovely old Labrador which
was nearly 14 at the time, it was not ideal for a lively
youngster. So that was the start, I didn’t know what hit
me when I got Emma. She really was something. Her
personality was great and she did rule the roost. But
what a delight to have around.

Patterson’s Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD. He was a picture.

ph

Interview with Mrs Pam Collman

or

lovely dog. The other was Shirley Sullivan and Sandra

M

Are there others who you would like to acknowledge?
I would like to acknowledge Jan Trout, Shirley Sullivan
and Sandra Patterson as above and also Fred and Beryl
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Hession. I have always admired the work they put into
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Who were your mentors in those early years?

Noelene Bolton was very good to us when we started
showing. She advised us in so many ways. And, of
course she was a great handler. Her dogs were a joy to
watch. At that time we showed in the same area, so we
would meet up regularly.

Aust Ch Gunarryn Anthia by Aust Ch Santamaria Gonzales out of Aust
Ch Buffalo Wood Whisp, bred by F J Dyer & P A Heslop owned by
Mrs P Collman.

obtaining top UK bloodlines so all could benefit by
their efforts.
What do you consider of greatest importance in the
Breed?
Temperament has to be the most important thing as
it separates the Golden from all other breeds. Their
aspects are so unique.
How do you go about choosing a stud dog for your girls?
By looking around and observing what they have and
my bitch lacks, hoping to rectify a fault.

Aust Ch Goldog Alpine Midas by Aust Ch Glennessa Ingot (Imp UK) out of
Aust Ch Gunarryn Anthia, bred by Mrs P Collman owned by
Mrs S Graham.
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They turned out just fine. Milk being the main food,
and introducing solids slowly as they manage them,
mainly mince meat and broth. I have always believed in
filling them up.
How and when are the puppies introduced to the outside
world? Can you please explain your socialization methods?

I also find now that most of my puppies go to previous
owners so I don’t need to worry about checking them
out.
Mrs Tudor’s feeding chart from her book
8 weeks old
8-9am
12-1pm
4-5pm
9-10pm

½ pint milk with 1oz biscuit meal
ditto
4oz meat with calcium and vitamins
½ pint of milk with biscuit meal or Farex

9 weeks
8-9am
12-1pm
4-5pm
9-10pm

½ pint milk with 11/2 oz biscuit meal
ditto
5oz meat with calcium and vitamins
½ pint milk with biscuit meal or Farex
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The puppies that are left after eight weeks I bring
inside for a while. They have their toys and chewies

What questions do you ask or methods do you use to ensure
that your puppies go to suitable homes?
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I have always followed the Joan Tudor book in regard to
these things. (See next page) ***I followed it for feeding
puppies with my first litter. I couldn’t have managed
without it.

All my pet puppies go on the limited register.
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When do you commence solids? What do you start the
babies on? How long do you leave the puppies with
their mother?

Do many of your puppies go on the limited register?
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I don’t do a great lot different, keeping them on the
same diet as usual until about six weeks when I give
them three meals instead of one, mainly for comfort
reasons. I also introduce calcium and vitamins. Also I
make sure she is walked a lot without too strenuous
exercise. Everything in moderation.

and that keeps them amused. It is always noisy. So that
helps in that regard. I don’t take them out until final
vaccination. Then they go for walks and swim in the
river. As I have a dam they start to swim pretty early.

M

Can you please tell us about caring for the expectant
mother?

Aust Ch Goldog Alpine Serenade by Aust Ch Balandra Delta Darius UD out of Aust Ch Goldog Alpine Echo, bred by Mrs P Collman owned by
Mr and Mrs D Pearson.
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At six months old only two meals a day are required,
and this can be reduced to one at nine months if so
desired. Up to this age the daily quantity of food eaten
may well be much more than an adult, for nearly all
growing Goldens need these larger amounts to keep
them looking really solid.

Who were your mentors in those early years?

I found, in those early days, that most of the dogs
that I liked, for type and construction, were sired by
dogs from the Moorquest, Yeo, Rossbourne and also
Catcombe kennels, so my mentors were people like
Shirley Crick, Lucille Sawtell, and Wendy Andrews.
Are there some personalities in our Breed who are no
longer with us you would like to acknowledge?
I would like to acknowledge Ron and Madge Bradbury
of the Nortonwood Kennel, they bred many lovely dogs
and were great advocates for the Breed.
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***Note from Mrs Tudor
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At about nine months of age the main part of their
growth has been completed and it may be necessary
to curtail some of the carbohydrate intake, otherwise
too much weight may be put on, which would be
detrimental to bone structure, for at this age bones are
still soft, and superfluous weight may tend to make the
dog go “out at elbow” or become “cow hocked”.

I bought my very first Golden Retriever in 1980, as a
present for my two sons. I saw a litter advertised in
the local paper and went to see them. There were six
bitches to choose from and I chose the naughtiest one,
who was intent in pulling out a rose bush from the
garden. It was fortunate in that the litter was well bred
and this bitch turned out to be my foundation bitch and
is behind every single Stanroph bred dog, to date.
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At 3 months meals can be cut down to three a day,
quantities being increased as before. As the meat ration
is increased so the milk can be decreased, and at this
stage cows milk can be substituted for powdered milk.
Give the puppy at least a pint of milk a day until it is six
months old if it will take it, though some take a dislike
to milk before this.

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.
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Continue feeding this way, gradually increasing the
biscuit as required and increasing the meat until about
1LB per day is reached (slightly less for a bitch).

(Stanroph UK)

or

½ pint milk with 2oz biscuit meal
ditto
6 oz meat with calcium and vitamins
½ pint milk with biscuit meal or Farex

M

10 weeks old
8-9am
12-1pm
4-5pm
9-10pm
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Re the puppy feeding: it is rather out-dated, and not
how I feed now.
To make life easier for staff (and future owners) I now
start weaning with a puppy porridge (three weeks to
five weeks), introducing a little raw minced beef at four
weeks, then at five weeks they go on to a complete
puppy food. Alternate way is the same till 5 weeks, then
raw beef (or tinned puppy food) and biscuit meal.

What do you feel is of greatest importance in our
beloved Breed?
There is no doubt, in my mind, that the most important
thing in our Breed is temperament, to keep that loving,
will to please feature which is paramount and which the
Breed is renown for, this above all else i.e. type, colour,
size etc.
You have bred many outstanding showdogs over the
years. Can you please tell us a little bit about each of
them.

Pam deserves a huge tribute from us Golden Breeders. Her
lines have been the foundation to may inflential kennels
today.” Heather Morrison (Kaparla).

My very first Champion, was Ch Stanroph Steal A
Glance, she was bred from my very first litter out of
my foundation bitch and I just adored her! She was
so much a part of me and just the ‘type’ that I wanted
to breed. She obtained her first CC at three years of
age and was nine years of age when she got her title.
During that time she got her Show Gundog Working
Certificate, so was a full Champion, as opposed to a
Show Champion. During her ninth year of showing she
was Top Golden Retriever in the Breed and also Top
Veteran. She finished her show career with 5 CC’s and
8 Res CC’s.

After all the years she has given to her dogs and done the
hard work and to now be in a Aged home missing her
beloved Goldens, it is very sad. We all get old and all need
care. We can’t forget Pam. Liz Molnar (Dobro)

At the opposite end of the scale Sh Ch Stanroph Spring
Fantasy gained her title at just 19 months of age, being
the youngest every bitch to do this, in the Breed. In the
UK.

Quotes

In my opinion “Goldog” is synonymous with quality and
achievement - an era of both where Golden Retrievers are
concerned. Unknown
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One has to know ones bitches and ones lines and decide
what is missing and who can fill that gap! Sometimes
it is only small things, for example coat, softer head,
personality, size etc but as I have a very strong bitch
line, they usually come through, hopefully with that
little extra that was missing. It does not always work
out but that is what makes breeding so exciting and
interesting for me.
Can you please tell us about caring for the expectant
mother?

What questions do you ask or methods do you use to
ensure your babies go to suitable and appropriate
homes?
As many things as possible and I usually like prospective
owners to come and visit me, both prior to the litter
being born and also during the time before they go to
their new homes, so I can see how they interact with,
not only the puppies but also the adult dogs. This is
not always possible when they are being exported but in
this case I usually ask for a reference from someone that
I know, who knows the people also.
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I change very little in the early days, I just let the bitch
live her normal life and keep her normal routine, I find
that the bitches will only do what they feel able to, so I
leave it up to them. Sometimes they can be as active as
before, right up to the end and other times, they look
after themselves from the very day after mating. At the
six week stage I increase the protein in her food and
feed a little more, up till the time of whelping.
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How do you go about choosing a stud dog for your girls?

My puppies are born in the house and moved outside
at approx. Four weeks of age. There they can listen to
all the outside noises and their grass run is situated to
the side of my adult dog’s paddock, so they get used to
seeing the adult dogs playing. I also ask my neighbours
and friends who have small children, to come and play
with the puppies. I bring them in the house each day, to
get used the noises of the vacuum cleaner. T.V., washing
machine etc.
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I am very proud to have also bred many Champions that
other people have owned, all over the World.

How and when are the babies introduced to the outside
world? Can you please explain your socialization
methods?

or

I have bred many dogs who have gained their title and
the majority of them have the great influence of my Top
Brood bitch, Stanroph Shere Fantasy. I owe my Top
Breeder staus, eleven times, to her! Almost every puppy
out of every litter, that she had, were ‘show quality’ and
I am indebted to her.

that. I do not give them any supplements, as everything
they need is in the food, in the correct ratios, so I do
not interfere with the nutritional values, the ‘experts’
make these foods and they more than I do about this, is
my philosophy.

M

Ch Stanroph Sailor Boy was my first male full champion,
he was my husbands ‘picking up’ dog and his constant
companion.
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Can you please tell us a little about the feeding methods
for the expectant mother?
I do not change anything with the bitch, feeding wise,
until around the six week mark and then I give her extra
protein and then as time goes on I may have to ‘tempt’
her a little and feed smaller amounts, more often.
When do you commence your puppies on solids? What
do you start your babies on? How long do you leave the
babies with their mother?
It all depends on the size of the litter, as to when I
introduce solids. If it is a large litter, then I would start
at about two and a half weeks of age, to help the mum
but if only a few puppies, I would leave them until
almost four weeks of age before giving them any solids.
I usually like to have the puppies totally independent
of their mother for about two weeks, before they go to
their new homes; therefore I usually have the mother off
them by six weeks of age. Also this helps not to ‘pull
the mother down’ more than is necessary.
I feed a top of the range all in one food and give them
it as porridge for the first few days and then soaked after
808

How and when do you grade puppies which are going
into the show ring?
I do not make my final selection usually until the
puppies are seven to eight weeks of age, as my line can
change up until that point and what they are like at this
age is what they will eventually come back to, when they
are adults.
Are there any comments you would like to make in
terms of advice to others when breeding?
My advice to the new comers is not to try and rush
things, be patient. Do not use a stud dog, just because
he is a Champion, study the pedigrees, see which
dogs are dominant and see what your bitch is lacking.
Do not use dogs just because they produce the early
maturer, some dogs do take longer to mature but
usually these dogs last longer and can still be shown
and you can have great fun in the Veteran classes.
Remember a fat dog is not a mature dog!
Now to the current dogs. Do you feel that many of the
dogs today are unbalanced?
Some dogs are but maybe not any more than previously,
we all aim at getting the perfectly balanced dog with
everything else correct but this is not an easy task!

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
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Eng Ch Stanroph Soldier Boy by Eng Ch Paudell Easter Plantagenet at Kerrien out of Stanroph Silent Tears KCJW, bred A Woodcock owned by J Brownlie.
©Copyright Lynn Kipps: lynn@kipps.co.uk

Aust & Eng Ch Stanroph Shogun by Eng Sh Ch Amirene Pacifique out of Stanroph Shere Fantasy KCJW, bred by Mrs A Woodcock owned by
Mrs A Woodcock and Mrs F Garget. ©Copyright Lynn Kipps: lynn@kipps.co.uk
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You have made a most informative video/dvd on
trimming. Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed
excessively these days?

Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed in the future?
Yes I feel quite strongly about the movement in the
Breed, the long free flowing, driving action seems to be
disappearing to be replaced by short, choppy steps and
if the judges continue to accept this type of movement,
there is a great danger of it becoming the norm, which
is not correct. Also the shoulder angulation needs to
be addressed, there are fewer and fewer dogs with the
correct shoulder assembly, and this is evident and goes
hand in hand with the front movement.
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Absolutely, especially this new ‘European trim’, the
necks are almost shaved and right round the shoulder to
the back of the neck – the Golden Retriever is a coated
Breed, so why shave the coat off? If the dog does not
have sufficient neck, shaving the coat off will not make
the neck any longer!

et

This is all down to personal interpretation, the Breed
Standard calls for ‘deep through the heart’ so what
one person would call this another might say that the
dog is short on the led. I see very few over angulated
hindquarters, the Breed Standard does ask for a turn of
stifle!

ph

Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters a concern at present?

I let my puppies do as much as they want to, within
reason. They can free run but I do not drag them
around the roads for miles, just short walks on the lead
to get them used to it. They do need some free running
to get a certain amount of muscle to keep everything in
place.

or

Pigmentation for me is ‘the icing on the cake’, one
does not get everything in a dog and I would rather
have a well constructed dog than a badly constructed
dog, which has a black nose! It is of the most extreme
importance to keep the gentle expression and kind eye
in our lovely Breed, so this must be addressed when
embarking on a new mating.

Mrs Charlesworth also stated in her book that she had
heard it said that exercise, beyond that which he may
takes in amusing himself is bad for a puppy, it makes
him grow long in the leg…. Such opinion are beyond
the help of prayer! How much exercise would you
recommend for a young puppy?

M

Do you consider some of the heads too strong? If so, what
is it specifically which makes them appear blocky and
coarse? How do you feel about the expressions and eye
colour, shape and pigment in general?

rt

What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?
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This varies with different lines and only the breeders
can advise what is the best time to choose a puppy from
their particular line.

Are there some personalities in the Breed you would like
to acknowledge?
I would like to acknowledge the late Val Birkin (Sansue
affix), she was a wonderful and quietly caring person,
who would always listen and help where she could. Also
I have the greatest respect for Hazel Hinks (Styal affix),
she is a person who ‘calls a spade a spade’ and does not
give you the answers that you would like to hear but the
absolute truth in her honest opinion.

NZ Ch Lady Kaatje of Riverstone with baby daughter. Father is Eng Ch Paudell Eater Plantagenet at Kerrien.
Bred by Miss Bianca Kramer 11 years after the death of “Easter Plantagenet
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A Puppy Speaks
I tripped you on the slippery floors,
And then you locked me out of doors.
You said cross words, I wonder why
You know I love you till I die.

et

I know I’m just a crazy pup
Who chewed your nearest slippers up;
Though you don’t like my kind of fun
I love you more than anyone.

ph

I jumped into my favourite chair
And Left my paw prints everwhere
You stomped your foot, you made me cry
And still I love you till I die.
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You may be right you may be wrong
But I’ll be with you my whole life long
Cause I’m your pup and you’re my friend
And we are buddies to the end.

M
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I lie beside your bed in fright
And growl and wake you in the night
Yet this small pup would gladly give
His worthless life that you might live.

Aust Ch Fernfall Supernova by Aust Gr Ch Tulzean Autumn Tango
out of Fernfall Liberty Belle, bred by J Fall owned by A Mason.
Photo courtesy of Ms N Manuel.
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Author Unknown

Eng Ch Purbarn Xtra Thunderstorm JW SGWC by Lorinford
Thunderstorm of Purbarn SGWC out of Cinmarsh Creates Havoc at
Purbarn, bred and owned by Mrs Franklin- Burton (Mace) with his rag
doll friend. Photo courtesy of Mrs Franklin-Mace.

or

I pity the Man who has never known
The pleasure of owning a pup;
Who has never watched his funny ways
In the business of growing up.
I pity the man who enters his gate
Alone and unnoticed at night,
No dog to welcome him joyously home
With his frantic yelps of delight
I pity the man who never receives
In hours of bitterest woe,
Sympathy shown by a faithful dog
In a way only he seems to know.
I pity the man with a hatred of dogs;
He is missing from life something fine;
For the friendship between a man and his dog
Is a feeling almost divine.

et

I Pity the Man

Puppy bred by Beaucroft (Australia).

Photo by RJM.

Photo courtesy of Marie-Alpais del Moral (Cheeck to Cheeks, France.)
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Willowlawn pup bred by Mrs C Ashton (UK). Photo courtesy of
Mrs Ashton.
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Puppy Poem
I love my little puppy; He makes my house a home.
He is my very best friend; now I will never feel alone.
He makes me smile, laugh, fills my heart with joy.
He has become my shadow, how I love this little boy.
You’ve Never been a breeder, never seen life through their eyes;
they read so much ugly from others, why do people criticize.
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Never known their anguish; Never felt their pain,
the caring of their charges, through snow or wind or rain.

Linda Willard puppies. Photo courtesy of Linda Willard.

M

Should you do this instead of that . . . or that instead of this.
You say a prayer for correctness, and give the pup a kiss.
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Never felt the heartache, holding a pup in my hands.
only 60 grams so tiny, yet still full of suckling demands.
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Never sat the whole night through, waiting for babies to be born,
Lack of sleep from worry feeling all stressed out and torn.

of

Formula, bottles, heating pads, you’ve got to get this right,
two-hour feedings for this tiny guy, throughout the day and night.
Day one he’s in there fighting; you say a silent prayer.
Day two & three, he’s doing well, with lots of love and care.

Babies in the USA Photo courtesy of Kathy Wood.
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Day 5 he’s still alive; your hopes soar straight to heaven.
Day six he slips away again, dies in your hands day seven.
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You take this little angel, wrap and bury him all alone.
Tears descend from your eyes, land on your collar bone.
You think why, why continue breeding only to deal with death.
You return to the others, hold one close and smell the puppy breath.
Wagging his tail and slathering you with kisses warm and wet,
you laugh as you put him down then realize better it does not get.
So, when you think of breeders and label them with “Greed,”
Think about how very much they endure to fill another’s need.

Photo courtesy of Mrs Iles-Hebbert.

When you buy a puppy, and with your precious dollars part,
You only pay with money, The breeder pays thru their heart.
Author Unknown

6 plus little runt in the middle. (1970)
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On this night of all nights Lord, please can you remember
The Dogs who never have the love, that I do in December
By Scamp Ramsey
On this night of all nights Lord, keep all dogs nice and warm
But please Lord most importantly, keep them safe from harm
On this night of all nights Lord, let them find some meat
For they are cold and starving as they lie upon the street
On this night of all nights Lord, please take the lives of those
Who are suffering and in dreadful pain, from their tail right
to their nose
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On this night of all nights Lord, please don’t make it snow
It may be nice for lucky Dogs, with homes and fires that glow
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On this night of all nights Lord, let them feel no pain
For all the love we send them, will only be in vain
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On this night of all nights Lord, please take away their fear
And let them not be kicked or beaten, and shed another tear
On this night of all nights Lord, a gift they do not need

M

Could they just have a family, to love and give them feed
On this night of all nights Lord, don’t give them a big fat
goose
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Please just get them rescued, from their chain that’s
like a noose
On this night of all nights Lord, Santa knows
they’ve not been bad
So why do they get tortured, by their evil drunken
Dad
On this night of all nights Lord, why would
someone hurt a Dog
Or tie them up outside the house in ice, wind,
snow and fog
On this night of all nights Lord, as they sit there
cold and wet
Just tell them it is possible, this is as bad as life will
get
On this night of all nights Lord, I’m as lucky as
can be
I only wish those other Dogs, could spend this night
with me.
Amen

1. Buick Lodge Scotland.
2. Bearhard Kahe No Wcutee (Hannah on her 5th Birthday – Courtesy J Bearman.
3. Bearhard Indian Queebn – Courtesy J Bearman.
4. Photo courtesy of Tom & Barbara Savary – (Amargold – Canada).
5. Sansue Mastermind of Bearhard – Courtesy J Bearman.
6. Buick Lodge Scotland.
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A Puppy’s Twelve Days of Christmas

On the fifth day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.

On the eleventh day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Eleven unwrapped presents
Ten Christmas cards I shoulda mailed
My wreath in nine pieces
Eight tiny reindeer fragments
Seven scraps of wrapping paper
Six yards of soggy ribbon
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.
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On the sixth day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Six yards of soggy ribbon
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.
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On the fourth day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.

On the tenth day of
Christmas my puppy
gave to me
Ten Christmas cards I
shoulda mailed
My wreath in nine pieces
Eight tiny reindeer fragments
Seven scraps of wrapping paper
Six yards of soggy ribbon
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.
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On the third day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.
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On the second day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.

Six yards of soggy ribbon
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window
candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from
the Christmas tree.

M

On the first day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
The Santa topper from the Christmas tree.
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On the seventh day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Seven scraps of wrapping paper
Six yards of soggy ribbon
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.

On the twelfth day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
A dozen puppy kisses And I forgot about the other eleven
days.
By Elise Lewis

On the eighth day of Christmas my puppy gave to me
Eight tiny reindeer fragments
Seven scraps of wrapping paper
Six yards of soggy ribbon
Five chewed-up stockings
Four broken window candles
Three punctured ornaments
Two leaking bubble lights
And the Santa topper from the Christmas tree.
On the ninth day of Christmas my
puppy gave to me
My wreath in nine pieces
Eight tiny reindeer fragments
Seven scraps of wrapping paper

Golden at Small Tall Lodge. Courtesy Joye, Laune and Maggie.
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